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Abstract
An abelian group G is almost A-solvable if the natural map G: Hom(A; G)
⊗
E(A) A→ G is a
quasi-isomorphism. Two strongly indecomposable torsion-free abelian groups A and B of 3nite
rank are quasi-isomorphic if and only if the classes of almost A-solvable and almost B-solvable
groups coincide. Homological properties of almost A-solvable groups are described, and several
examples are given. In particular, there exists a torsion-free almost A-solvable group which is
not quasi-isomorphic to an A-solvable group. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 20K20
1. Introduction
There are only few classes of torsion-free abelian groups whose elements are de-
termined up to quasi-isomorphism by meaningful numerical invariants. Furthermore,
any attempt to obtain a satisfactory structure theory for large classes of torsion-free
groups is hindered by the existence of pathological direct sum decompositions, exam-
ples of which can be found in [8, Chapters 90 and 91]. Some of these di>culties may
be overcome by utilizing tools from outside abelian group theory. For instance, many
homological properties of an abelian group A can be described in terms of its endomor-
phism ring E = EA. This description frequently involves the functors HA = Hom(A;−)
and TA = −
⊗
E A between the category Ab of abelian groups and the category ME
of right E-modules. These functors form an adjoint pair, and can be used most eAec-
tively when considering full subcategories of the category of abelian groups on which
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they induce a category equivalence with a suitable subcategory of ME . The largest full
subcategory of Ab with this property is CA, the category of A-solvable abelian groups.
Unfortunately, the class of torsion-free A-solvable groups need not be closed with
respect to quasi-isomorphism (see [4] and Proposition 3.4). This is somewhat incon-
venient in view of the importance that the notion of quasi-isomorphism has in the
theory of torsion-free abelian groups of 3nite rank. Since the A-solvable groups are
precisely those groups for which the evaluation map G: Hom(A;G)
⊗
EA → G is an
isomorphism, the perhaps most natural way to extend the concept of A-solvability to the
quasi-category of torsion-free groups is to consider the class ACA of almost A-solvable
groups, whose elements are the groups G for which the natural map G: TAHA(G)→
G is a quasi-isomorphism. Clearly, ACA contains all torsion-free groups which are
quasi-isomorphic to an A-solvable group, and the converse holds if A is Eat as an
E-module (Proposition 3.1). However, this converse may fail if A is not Eat
(Theorem 3:2).
Homological properties of the class of almost A-solvable groups are investigated in
Section 2. In particular, HA and TA restrict to functors between ACA and the full sub-
category AMA of ME whose elements are the right E-modules M such that the natural
map M : M → HATA(M) is a quasi-isomorphism. The class AMA is closed with re-
spect to submodules if and only if A is almost Eat and has the quasi-Baer-splitting prop-
erty. Here, A is almost 0at if there is a non-zero integer m such that mTor E1 (−; A)=0
[3], while A has the quasi-Baer-splitting property if, for all right E-modules M , the
group M
⊗
EA is bounded if and only if M
+ is bounded [1].
Section 4 addresses the question if it is possible to determine the structure of A
from ACA. In [5,9], R-modules A and B were called similar if there are m; n¡!
such that A is isomorphic to a direct summand of Bn and B is isomorphic to a direct
summand of Am. This notion is extended to the quasi-category of torsion-free abelian
groups by saying that abelian groups A and B are almost similar if A is isomorphic
to a quasi-summand of Bn and B is isomorphic to a quasi-summand of Am for some
m; n¡!. Theorem 4.1 shows that self-small torsion-free groups A and B are almost
similar if and only if
(i) Every almost A-balanced sequence is almost B-balanced and vice versa, and
(ii) ACA =ACB.
Here, an exact sequence 0→ B → C →G → 0 of abelian groups is almost A-balanced
if HA(G)=im HA() is torsion as an abelian group. It is A-balanced if HA() is onto. The
last result can be strengthened in the case that A and B are strongly indecomposable:
Two strongly indecomposable groups A and B of 3nite rank are quasi-isomorphic if
and only if ACA =ACB (Corollary 4.3).
2. Homological properties
The adjointness of HA and TA induces natural maps AG: TAHA(G)→ G and AM : M →
HATA(M) by AG(⊗a) = (a) and [AM (x)](a) = x⊗a for all a ∈ A; x ∈ M , and
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 ∈ HA(G). Usually, the superscripts referring to A are omitted. A group is (3nitely)
A-generated if it is an epimorphic image of
⊕
I A for some ( 3nite) index-set I . The
group G is A-generated if and only if G = SA(G) where SA(G) = im G is the A-socle
of G. Similarly, G is almost A-generated if G := SA(G).
Observe that a group G is almost A-solvable if and only if ker G and G=SA(G)
are bounded. Moreover, the class of almost A-solvable groups is closed with re-
spect to quasi-isomorphism. To see this, consider a quasi-isomorphism : G → H .
It induces a quasi-isomorphism TAHA(): TAHA(G) → TAHA(H). If G or H are
quasi-isomorphisms, then three of the four maps in the commutative square induced by
the naturality of  are quasi-isomorphisms, and the same has to hold for the remaining
one.
Proposition 2.1. (a) HA and TA restrict to functors between ACA and AMA.
(b) If A and B are quasi-isomorphic abelian groups; then ACA =ACB.
Proof. (a) is a direct consequence of the observation that HA(G)HA(G) = 1HA(G) for
all abelian groups G and TA(M)TA(M ) = 1TA(M) for all right E-modules M .
(b) Because of the symmetry of the problem, it su>ces to show ACA⊆ACB.
Choose maps : A → B and  : B → A such that  = m1B and   = m1A for some
non-zero integer m. If G is an almost A-solvable group, then the EA-EB-bimodule
M=Hom(B; A) induces an EB-module map !: HA(G)
⊗
EAM → HB(G) by !(⊗)=
for all  ∈ HA(G) and  ∈ M . The cokernel of ! is bounded by m as an abelian group
since m"=(") =!("⊗ ) for all " ∈ HB(G). Moreover, ! 3ts into the commutative
diagram
HA(G)
⊗
EA
TB(M)
TB(!)−−−−−→ TBHB(G) → TB(coker !)
1⊗BA

BG
TAHA(G)
AG−−−−−−−−−→ G
in which  AG and 1⊗BA are quasi-isomorphisms. Therefore, BGTB(!) is a quasi-
isomorphism, and the group G=SB(G) is bounded.
Moreover, if x ∈ ker BG, then there is y ∈ HA(G)
⊗
EATB(M) with mx = TB(!)(y)
since TB(coker !) is bounded by m. Consequently,
AG(1⊗BA)(y) = BGTB(!)(y) = BG(mx) = 0
yields ky = 0 where k is a non-zero integer with k(ker [AG(1⊗BA)]) = 0. Therefore,
(km)ker BG = 0, and G is almost B-solvable.
The next result describes some of the closure properties of ACA if A is almost Eat.
Lemma 2.2. Let A be an almost 0at abelian group:
(a) Almost A-generated subgroups of almost A-solvable groups are almost A-solvable.
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(b) If 0 → B %→C → G is an exact sequence in which C is almost A-generated and
G is almost A-solvable; then B is almost A-generated.
(c) If A has the quasi-Baer-splitting property; then every exact sequence 0 → B →
C %→G → 0 such that G is almost A-solvable and C := SA(C) has the property
that coker HA(%) is bounded.
Proof. Let m be a non-zero integer such that mTor E1 (−; A) = 0.
To show (a), observe that the inclusion U ⊆G induces the rows of the commutative
diagram
Tor E1 (HA(G)=HA(U ); A)−→TAHA(U )−→TAHA(G)
U

G
0 −−−−−−−−−→ U −−−−−→ G
in which both, ker G and Tor E1 (HA(G)=HA(U ); A), are bounded abelian groups. A
simple diagram chase shows that U has a bounded kernel.
It remains to show (b) and (c). Observe that no generality is lost if one assumes in
(b) that % is onto because of (a). Let M = imHA(%)⊆HA(G), and consider the map
: TA(M) → G which is de3ned by (⊗a) = (a) which 3ts into the commutative
diagram
TAHA(B) −−−−−→ TAHA(C)
TAHA(%)−−−−−→ TA(M) −−−−−→ 0
B

C


0 −−−−−→ B −−−−−→ C %−−−−−→ G −−−−−→ 0:
Since C is almost A-generated, coker  is bounded. Moreover,  = GTA(') where
': M → HA(G) is the inclusion map.
To see (b), it su>ces to show that ker  is bounded as an abelian group since
an application of the Snake-Lemma to the last diagram yields the exact sequence
ker  → B=SA(B) → C=SA(C) in which the 3rst and the last term are bounded. Let
‘ be a non-zero integer such that ‘ ker G = 0. If 0 = (x) = GTA(')(x) for some
x ∈ TA(M), then ‘TA(')(x) = 0. Since ker TA(') is bounded by m as an epimorphic
image of Tor E1 (HA(G)=M; A), we have m‘x = 0, and ker  is bounded.
For (c), consider y ∈ TAHA(G). Select a non-zero integer k such that kC ⊆ SA(C),
and obtain kG⊆ im  by the Snake-Lemma. One can 3nd z ∈ TA(M) such that kG(y)=
(z)=GTA(')(z). If ker G is bounded by the non-zero integer ‘, then k‘y=TA(')(‘z),
and so TA(HA(G)=M) is bounded by k‘. Since A has the quasi-Baer-splitting property,
HA(G)=M is bounded as an abelian group.
A group is A-projective if it is isomorphic to a direct summand of
⊕
I A for some
index-set I . Every A-projective group is A-solvable if A is self-small, i.e. for every
map  ∈ Hom(A;⊕! A), there is m¡! with (A)⊆
⊕
m A.
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Theorem 2.3. The following conditions are equivalent for a self-small torsion-free
abelian group A:
(a) A is almost 0at and has the quasi-Baer-splitting property.
(b) AMA is closed with respect to submodules.
Proof. (a) ⇒ (b): Choose a non-zero integer m such that mTor E1 (−; A) = 0, and
consider a right E-module M such that M is a quasi-isomorphism. There is a non-zero
integer k such that kHATA(M)⊆ imM . Let U be a submodule of M , and observe that
ker U ⊆ ker M is bounded in view of the commutative diagram
HATA(U ) −−−−−→ HATA(M)
U

M
0 −−−−−→ U −−−−−→ M:
It remains to show that U has a bounded cokernel. For this, one needs the fact that
M=U has a bounded kernel:
Consider an exact sequence 0 → W →F ,→M=U → 0 of right E-modules in which
F is free. It induces the exact sequence
0→ Tor E1 (M=U; A)→ TA(W )
TA()−→ TA(F) TA(,)−→ TA(M=U )→ 0:
If one sets K = im TA() and denotes the inclusion K ⊆TA(F) by ', then the previous
sequence induces the exact sequences 0 → Tor E1 (M=U; A) → TA(W )
TA()−→ K → 0 and
0→ K '−→TA(F) TA(,)−→ TA(M=U )→ 0 such that TA() = 'TA(). Since Tor E1 (M=U; A) is
bounded, and K is torsion-free as a subgroup of the A-projective group TA(F), the 3rst
of these sequences splits. Consequently, HA(TA()) is onto, and TA(W ) ∼= K⊕T for
some bounded group T . The second sequence induces the top-row of the commutative
diagram
0 −−−−−→ HA(K)
HA(')−−−−−→ HATA(F)
HATA(,)−−−−−→ HATA(M=U )
 

F

M=U
0 −−−−−→ W −−−−−→ F ,−−−−−→ M=U −−−−−→ 0
in which  is the map induced by F and M=U . By the Snake-Lemma, ker M=U ∼=
coker , and it su>ces to show that the latter is bounded.
To see this, observe that
HA(')= F = HATA()W = HA(')HA(TA())W
yields =HA(TA())W . Since the map HA(TA()) is onto,  has a bounded cokernel
once it has been established that coker W is bounded as an abelian group:
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Consider an exact sequence P "→W → 0 of right E-modules with P projective.
It induces an epimorphism TA(P)
TA(")−→ TA(W ). Because TA(W ) ∼= K⊕T , one obtains
ker TA(W ) ∼= ker K⊕ker T . Since T is bounded, the same holds for TAHA(T ), and T
has a bounded kernel. Moreover, the commutative diagram
Tor E1 (HATA(F)=HA(K); A)
!−−−−−→ TAHA(K)
TAHA(')−−−−−→ TAHATA(F)
K 

TA (F)
0 −−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ K '−−−−−→ TA(F)
yields that ker K = ker TAHA(') = im! is bounded by m. Therefore, TA(W ) is almost
A-solvable since SA(TA(W ))=TA(W ). Applying part (c) of Lemma 2.2 to the sequence
TA(P)
TA(")→ TA(W )→ 0 yields that HATA(") has a bounded cokernel. Hence, there is a
right E-module T1, which is bounded as an abelian group, and makes the top-row of
the commutative diagram
HATA(P)
HATA(")−−−−−→ HATA(W ) −−−−−→ T1 −−−−−→ 0


P W

P
"−−−−−→ W −−−−−→ 0
exact. Since " is onto, coker W =coker W"=coker HATA(")P=coker HATA(") ∼= T1,
and W has a bounded cokernel. This concludes the proof of the fact that M=U has a
bounded kernel.
To 3nish the proof that U has a bounded cokernel, select a non-zero integer ‘
with ‘ ker M=U = 0. The inclusion U ⊆M gives a sequence 0→ U →M %→M=U → 0
which induces Tor E1 (M=U; A)
!→TA(U ) TA()−→ TA(M). If V = im!, then one obtains the
exact sequence 0 → HA(V ) → HATA(U ) HATA()−→ HATA(M) in which HA(V ) is bounded
by m as an abelian group since the same holds for V as an epimorphic image of the
group Tor E1 (M=U; A).
For x ∈ HATA(U ), there is y ∈ M with HATA()(kx) = M (y). Because of the
naturality of , one obtains
M=U%(y) = HATA(%)M (y) = HATA(%)(kx) = 0:
Therefore, ‘%(y) = 0, and one can write ‘y = (u) for some u ∈ U to obtain
‘kHATA()(x) = ‘M (y) = M(u) = HATA()U (u). Since HA(V ) ∼= ker HATA() is
bounded by m, one has m‘kx = mU (u). Consequently, (m‘k)HATA(U )⊆ imU as
desired.
(b) ⇒ (a): Let M be a right E-module, and consider an exact sequence 0 →
U →F →M → 0 in which F is free. It induces the exact sequence 0→ Tor E1 (M;A)→
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TA(M)
TA()−→ TA(F) and the commutative diagram
0 −−−−−→ HA(Tor E1 (M;A))
!−−−−−→ HATA(U )
HATA()−−−−−→ HATA(F)
U 

F
0 −−−−−−−−−−−→ U −−−−−→ F:
Let m be a non-zero integer such that m[coker U ]=0. For every x in HA(Tor E1 (M;A)),
there is u ∈ U such that !(mx) = U (u). We obtain 0 = HATA()!(mx) = F(u),
and so mx = 0. Therefore, HA(Tor E1 (M;A)) is bounded as an abelian group.
On the other hand, if LM = M=tM , then HA(Tor E1 (Q LM;A)) is torsion-free. Because
of the last paragraph, Tor E1 (Q LM;A) = 0. Consequently, Tor E1 ( LM;A) is torsion since it
3ts into the exact sequence
Tor E2 ((Q LM)= LM;A)→ Tor E1 ( LM;A)→ 0
in which the 3rst term is a torsion group. Therefore, Tor E1 (M;A) is torsion due to the
exact sequence Tor E1 (tM; A) → Tor E1 (M;A) → Tor E1 ( LM;A) in which the outer terms
are torsion groups.
If p is a prime for which Tor E1 (M;A)[p] 	= 0, then A 	= pA since otherwise mul-
tiplication by p would be an automorphism of Tor E1 (M;A), which is not possible.
If A is not almost Eat, then we can choose M in such a way that Tor E1 (M;A) is
an unbounded torsion group. In particular, there exists a sequence (pn)n¡! of not
necessarily distinct primes such that Tor E1 (M;A) contains a cyclic subgroup Un iso-
morphic to Z=(p0 : : : pn)Z for all n¡!. Since A 	= pnA for all n¡!, we can 3nd
an epimorphism n: A → Un. Hence, n ∈ HA(Tor E1 (M;A)) has order p1 : : : pn, and
HA(Tor E1 (M;A)) is not bounded which contradicts the 3rst paragraph. Therefore, A is
almost Eat.
To show that A has the quasi-Baer-splitting property, assume that the right E-module
M has the additional property that kTA(M)= 0 for a non-zero integer k. The sequence
0 → Tor E1 (M;A) → TA(U )
TA()→ TA(F) → TA(M) → 0 which is induced by the projec-
tive resolution of M from the 3rst paragraph yields that TA() is a quasi-isomorphism,
and the same holds for HATA() in the commutative diagram
HATA(U )
HATA()−−−−−→ HATA(F)
U 

F
U
−−−−−→ F:
Since the map U is a quasi-isomorphism by (b),  is a quasi-isomorphism as the com-
position of the quasi-isomorphisms HATA(); −1F and U . In particular, M ∼= F=(U )
is bounded as an abelian group.
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3. Almost A-solvable groups and atness
In [2], an abelian group G was called QA-solvable if the induced map QG:
QTAHA(G) → QG is an isomorphism. Observe that a group G is QA-solvable if
and only if ker G and G=SA(G) are torsion. We want to remind the reader that the
singular submodule, Z(M), of a right E-module M is de3ned as Z(M)={x ∈ M | xI=0
for some right ideal I of E}. The module M is singular if M = Z(M), while it is
non-singular if Z(M) = 0.
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a torsion-free abelian group:
(a) Let A be 0at as an E-module; and G be a torsion-free group:
(i) G is almost A-solvable if and only if it is quasi-isomorphic to a torsion-free
A-solvable group.
(ii) G is QA-solvable if and only if SA(G) is A-solvable and G=SA(G) is
torsion.
(b) Let QE be a division algebra of 3nite Q-dimension. Every 3nitely A-generated
torsion-free group G is quasi-isomorphic to an A-solvable group.
Proof. (a) Since A is Eat, the group TAHA(G) is torsion-free. Therefore, the quasi-
isomorphism G is a monomorphism, and SA(G) is an isomorphism proving (i). Part
(ii) is shown similarly.
(b) Observe that a right E-module M is singular if and only if its additive group
is torsion since QE is a division algebra of 3nite Q-dimension. Consider a 3nitely
A-generated group G, and choose a sequence 0→ U → An →G → 0 for some n¡!.
It induces the commutative diagram
TAHA(U ) −−−−−→ TAHA(An)
TAHA()−−−−−→ TA(M) −−−−−→ 0
U 

An


U −−−−−→ An −−−−−→ G −−−−−→ 0
in which the evaluation map  satis3es =TA(')G where M=im HA() is a submodule
of HA(G) and ' : M → HA(G) is the inclusion map. Since A is almost Eat by [3,
Corollary 2:6] and ker TA(') is an image of the bounded group Tor E1 (HA(G)=M; A), the
map  has a bounded kernel. Moreover, G= im  is torsion-free, and hence TA(M) ∼=
G⊕T for some bounded group T .
The E-module M is non-singular and contains a 3nitely generated free submodule F
such that M=F is torsion. Since M is 3nitely generated, (M=F)+ is a bounded group. The
inclusion ' : F → M induces an exact sequence Tor1E (M=F; A) → TA(F)
TA(')−→TA(M) →
TA(M=F) in which the 3rst and last term are bounded since M=F has a bounded ad-
ditive group. But TA(F) is torsion-free as an A-projective group, and hence TA(')
is a monomorphism. Consequently, G ∼= TA(M)=tTA(M) is quasi-isomorphic to the
A-solvable group TA(F).
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Part (a) of the last result may fail if A is not Eat as an E-module:
Theorem 3.2. There exists an almost 0at torsion-free group A which admits a torsion-
free almost A-solvable group G which is 3nitely A-generated but does not contain a
non-zero A-solvable group.
Proof. Let R = {(a + 2b; a + 2c) | a; b; c ∈ Z2}, a subring of Z2 × Z2, where Z2 de-
notes the localization of the integers at the prime 2. Then, R is a commutative local
ring with maximal ideal J (R) = I⊕ J where I = (2; 0)R and J = (0; 2)R. Further-
more, R is not hereditary. To verify that R has these properties, let x ∈ R \ (I⊕ J ),
and write x = (a + 2b; a + 2c) for some a; b; c ∈ Z2. If a = 2a′ for some a′ ∈ Z2,
then
x= (2(a′ + b); 2(a′ + c))
= (2; 0)(a′ + b; a′ + b) + (0; 2)(a′ + c; a′ + c)
∈ I⊕ J
which is not possible. Therefore, there are odd integers s and t such that a = st−1.
Choose an odd integer u such that b = nu−1 and c = mu−1 for suitable integers
n and m. Then, x = ((su + 2nt)(ut)−1; (su + 2mt)(ut)−1). The multiplicative inverse
of x is
x−1 = (stu2‘−1 + 2[mut2‘−1]; stu2‘−1 + 2[nut2‘−1]);
where ‘=(su+2nt)(su+2mt). Since s and u are odd, x−1 is an element of R. Therefore,
every element of R\(I⊕ J ) is a unit of R, i.e. R is a local ring with J (R)=I⊕ J . To see
that R is not hereditary, observe that I = ann J = ann (0; 2) and J = ann I = ann (2; 0).
Since R has no non-trivial idempotents, neither I nor J can be projective.
Furthermore, if K is a non-zero ideal of R, then either K ∼= I , K ∼= J , or R=K is
3nite. To see this, 3rst consider the case that I ∩ K 	= 0 and J ∩ K 	= 0. Then, K
contains non-zero elements (2b; 0) and (0; 2c) for some non-zero b; c ∈ Z2. There is
no generality is lost if one assumes that b and c are integers. Since (2c; 2b) ∈ R, the
ideal K contains (4bc; 4bc). Therefore, R=K is bounded by 4bc as an abelian group,
and hence 3nite since R has 3nite rank.
On the other hand, if J ∩ K = 0, then JK ⊆ J ∩ K = 0, and K ⊆ I . Then, K is
a Z2-submodule of the cyclic Z2-module I , and there is a non-zero a′ ∈ Z2 with
K = (2a′; 0)Z2. Hence, K = (2a′; 0)R, and ((2; 0)r) = (2a′; 0)r for r ∈ R de3nes an
isomorphism I → K . In the same way, I ∩ K = 0 yields K ∼= J .
Since R is not hereditary, there exists a torsion-free group A of 3nite rank with en-
domorphism ring R which is not Eat as an R-module by [7, Corollary 3:11]. Suppose
that TA(J (R)) ∼= TA(I)⊕TA(J ) is a torsion-free abelian group, and consider the exact
sequence 0 → TorR1 (R=J (R); A) → TA(J (R)) in which TorR1 (R=J (R); A) is bounded
since the fact that QR is semi-simple Artinian yields that A is almost Eat as an
R-module by [3, Corollary 2:6]. Thus, TorR1 (R=J (R); A)= 0, and Tor
R
1 (M;A)= 0 when-
ever M is a simple R-module since R is local. Therefore, TorR1 (N; A) = 0 for all 3nite
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R-modules N since such a module has a composition series of 3nite length with simple
factors.
Since A is not Eat as an E-module, there is an ideal K of R such that TorR1 (R=K; A) 	=
0. By the last paragraph, R=K cannot be 3nite, and therefore K ∼= I or K ∼= J .
In either case, TA(K) is torsion-free as a direct summand of the torsion-free group
TA(J (R)), from which one obtains that TorR1 (R=K; A) = 0 since this group is bounded
by the almost Eatness of A, and 3ts into an exact sequence 0 → TorR1 (R=K; A) →
TA(K). The resulting contradiction shows that TA(J (R))=TA(I)⊕TA(J ) is not torsion-
free.
Without loss of generality, assume that TA(I) is not torsion-free. Since I is a 3nitely
generated ideal of R, the group IA is 3nitely A-generated. If IA contains a non-zero
A-solvable subgroup U , then HA(U ) is a non-zero ideal of R contained in HA(IA).
Suppose that  ∈ HA(IA). For every a ∈ A, there are r1; : : : ; rk ∈ I and a1; : : : ; ak ∈ A
with (a) = 7kj=1rj(aj). Then, J(a)⊆7kj=1Jrj(aj) = 0 since I = ann J . Consequently,
J = 0 and  ∈ ann J = I . Therefore, HA(IA) = I . In particular, HA(U ) is isomorphic
to a non-zero submodule of I , and hence itself isomorphic to I by what has been
shown since R=HA(U ) is in3nite and HA(U )(2; 0) 	= 0 yields HA(U ) 	∼= J . Therefore,
TAHA(U ) ∼= TA(I) is not torsion-free which contradicts the fact that TAHA(U ) ∼= U
is torsion-free. Consequently, IA does not contain any non-zero A-solvable subgroups.
On the other hand, because IA is A-generated, it is almost A-solvable by Lemma 2.2
since A is almost Eat.
While every almost A-solvable group is QA-solvable, the converse may fail in
general:
Theorem 3.3. There exists a torsion-free generalized rank 1 group A which ad-
mits a family {Gn| n¡!} of almost A-solvable groups such that G =
⊕
n¡! Gn
is QA-solvable; but not almost A-solvable.
Proof. Write the set of primes as the disjoint union of two in3nite subsets 91 and
92, and enumerate the elements of 91 as 91 = {pn | n¡!}. Choose subgroups A1
and A2 of Q such that A1 and A2 have incomparable idempotent type, and hAipn(1) = 0
for all n¡! and i=1; 2, and let A=A1⊕A2 whose endomorphism ring E=EA1 ×EA2
is hereditary.
For every n¡!, there exists an indecomposable group Gn containing A such that
|Gn=A|=pn as in [6, Section 2]. If Gn were A-generated, then it would be isomorphic
to an A-projective subgroup of A of 3nite index since A is Eat as an E-module and
E is hereditary. However, every non-zero ideal of E which has 3nite index in E is
isomorphic to E. Hence, Gn ∼= A which is not possible since Gn is indecomposable.
Therefore, SA(Gn) is a proper subgroup of Gn containing A. But, |Gn=A| = pn yields
SA(Gn)=A. In particular, Gn is almost A-solvable. Moreover, the group G=
⊕
n¡!Gn
satis3es SA(G) =
⊕
n¡! SA(Gn) =
⊕
! A. Therefore, HA(G) = HA(
⊕
! A), and there is
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a commutative diagram
TAHA
(⊕
!
; A
)
−−−−−→
∼
TAHA() TAHA(G)


⊕! A

G
⊕
!
A −−−−−−−−−→ G
in which the map  :
⊕
! A → G is induced coordinatewise by the inclusions
A⊆Gn. Consequently, G is QA-solvable since G is a monomorphism, and G=SA(G) ∼=⊕
n¡! Z=pnZ, but it cannot be almost A-solvable since G=SA(G) is not bounded.
In [4], it was shown that a torsion-free abelian group A of 3nite rank which is Eat
as an E-module is a strong S-group if and only if the class of torsion-free A-generated
groups is closed with respect to quasi-isomorphism. Here, A is a strong S-group if An
is a S-group for all n¡!, i.e. a subgroup U of 3nite index in An satis3es SA(U )=U .
Therefore, one obtains
Proposition 3.4. Let A be a torsion-free abelian group of 3nite rank which is 0at as
an E-module. Every torsion-free almost A-solvable group is A-solvable if and only if
A is a strong S-group.
4. The quasi-isomorphism problem
Abelian groups A and B are almost similar if A is isomorphic to a quasi-summand
of Bn for some n¡! and B is isomorphic to a quasi-summand of Bm for some
m¡!. Since the quasi-category of torsion-free abelian groups of 3nite rank is a Krull–
Schmidt-category, two torsion-free abelian groups A and B of 3nite rank are almost
similar if and only if there are strongly indecomposable, pairwise non-quasi-isomorphic
groups A1; : : : ; An and non-zero exponents s1; : : : ; sn; t1; : : : ; tn ¡! such that A
:= As11 ⊕ · · ·
⊕Asnn and B := At11⊕ : : :⊕Atnn .
Theorem 4.1. The following conditions are equivalent for self-small torsion-free groups
A and B:
(a) A and B are almost similar.
(b) (i) Every almost A-balanced sequence is almost B-balanced and vice versa.
(ii) ACA =ACB.
Proof. (a) ⇒ (b): Suppose that A is isomorphic to a quasi-summand of Bn for some
n¡!, and consider maps  :A → Bn and  :Bn → A such that   = ‘1A for some
non-zero integer ‘. Because of the symmetry of the problem, it su>ces to show that
almost B-balanced sequences are almost A-balanced and ACB⊆ACA.
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Consider an almost B-balanced exact sequence C
→G → 0 and a map  ∈ HA(G).
Since  :Bn → G and the given sequence is almost B-balanced, there are a non-zero
integer r and a map  :Bn → C such that  = r . Because  = r‘, the sequence
is almost A-balanced.
Let G be an almost B-solvable group. Since G := SB(G), one may assume that
G is B-generated. There is a B-balanced exact sequence 0 → U →P →G → 0 where
P=
⊕
IB for some index-set I . Applying the functors HB and TB yields the commutative
diagram
TBHB(U ) −−−−−→ TBHB(P) −−−−−→ TBHB(G) −−−−−→ 0
BU 

BP

BGV
0 −−−−−→ U −−−−−→ P −−−−−→ G −−−−−→ 0:
Because  is one-to-one, U=SB(U ) ∼= ker BG by the Snake-Lemma. Since BG is a
quasi-isomorphism, U=SB(U ) bounded, say kU ⊆ SB(U ) for some non-zero integer d.
But B is a quasi-summand of Am for some m¡!, and hence tB⊆ SA(B) for some
non-zero integer t. A straightforward computation shows dtU ⊆ SA(U ).
Applying HA to the given B-projective resolution of G induces the exact sequence
0→ HA(U ) HA()−→ HA(P) HA()−→ M → 0 of right EA-modules, where M=im HA()⊆HA(G).
To see that HA(G)=M is bounded as an abelian group, consider " ∈ HA(G). Because " 
maps Bn into G, there is a map  : Bn → P such that  = " since the B-projective
resolution of G was chosen to be B-balanced. As before, one obtains   = ‘", and
‘HA(G)⊆M .
An application of the functor TA induces the commutative diagram
TAHA(U ) −−−−−→ TAHA(P) −−−−−→ TA(M) −−−−−→ 0
AU 

AP


0 −−−−−→ U −−−−−→ P −−−−−→ G −−−−−→ 0:
in which  is the evaluation map. Since B is a quasi-summand of Am, the group P
is a quasi-summand of
⊕
I [A
m]. But quasi-summands of A-solvable groups are almost
A-solvable, and thus the map  AP has a bounded kernel and cokernel. The Snake-Lemma
induces the exact sequences
ker AP → ker  → U=SA(U )
and
P=SA(P)→ G=im  → 0
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in each of which the outer terms are bounded. Therefore,  is a quasi-isomorphism
3tting into the commutative diagram
TA(M)
TA(')−−−−−→ TAHA(G) −−−−−→ TA(HA(G)=M)


AG
G
1G−−−−−→ G
where ' :M → HA(G) denotes the inclusion map. Since HA(G)=M is bounded as a
group, the same holds for TA(HA(G)=M) and ker TA(') which is an image of the
bounded group TorEA1 (HA(G)=M; A). Therefore, TA(') is a quasi-isomorphism, and the
same is true for AG.
(b) ⇒ (a): Since B is almost A-solvable by (ii), B := SA(B), and, similarly, A :=
SB(A). Since quasi-equal torsion-free groups of 3nite rank are almost similar, it su>ces
to show that SA(B) and SB(A) are almost similar. Hence, one may assume B = SA(B)
and A= SB(A). There exists an A-balanced exact sequence F
→B → 0 with F =⊕I A
for some index-set I . This sequence is almost B-balanced by (i). The EB-submodule
M = imHB() of HB(B) 3ts into the commutative diagram
TBHB(F)
TBHB()−−−−−→ TB(M) −−−−−→ 0
BF


F
−−−−−→ B −−−−−→ 0
in which the evaluation map  satis3es  = BBTA(') where ' :M → HB(B) denotes
the inclusion map. Since HB(B)=M is a 3nitely generated EB-module whose addi-
tive group is torsion, it is bounded as an abelian group, and the same holds for
coker TA(') ∼= TB(HB(B)=M) and ker TA(') which is an epimorphic image of the
bounded group TorEB1 (HB(B)=M; B). Consequently, TA(') is a quasi-isomorphism, and
there are a non-zero integer s and a map , :B → TA(M) with ,=s1B and ,=s1TB(M).
To see that the given A-projective resolution of B quasi-splits, choose a non-zero
integer k such that V=kHB(B)⊆M . If U=HB()−1(V )⊆HB(F), then there is " :V →
U with HB()|U" = 1V since V is free. Viewing " as a map from V into HB(F),
one obtains a map  :M → HB(B) by setting (x) = "(kx). It satis3es HB()(x) =
HB()"(kx) = kx for all x ∈ M . Hence, TBHB()TB() = k1TB(M). Then, = BFTB(),
is a quasi-splitting map for  since
= BFTB(),= TBHB()TB(),= k,= (ks)1B:
By symmetry, there exists an exact sequence
⊕
J B
 →A → 0 and a quasi-splitting map
 for  .
To show that there is a 3nite subset I ′ of I with (B)⊆⊕I ′A, denote the projection
of
⊕
IA onto the ith coordinate by %i. The monomorphism  :A →
⊕
J B induces
coordinatewise a monomorphism  :
⊕
I A →
⊕
IBJ where BJ =
⊕
J B. If =i :
⊕
IBJ →
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BJ is the projection onto the ith-coordinate, then there is a 3nite subset I ′ of I such
that =i = 0 for all i ∈ I \ I ′ since B is self-small. But, (b) = (%i(b))i∈I yields
=i(b) = %i(b) for all b ∈ B and i ∈ I . Therefore, (B)⊆
⊕
I ′A.
In the proof of implication (b) ⇒ (a) of Theorem 4.1, part (ii) was only used to
show that an A-balanced exact sequence
⊕
I A → B → 0 quasi-splits. This is, of course,
satis3ed if B has the 3nite quasi-Baer-splitting property and SB(A)
:= A. Therefore, the
proof of Theorem 4.1 can easily be adapted to prove
Theorem 4.2. The following conditions are equivalent for self-small torsion-free groups
A and B which have the 3nite quasi-Baer-splitting property:
(a) A and B are almost similar.
(b) ACA =ACB.
The class of torsion-free groups of 3nite rank with the 3nite quasi-Baer-splitting prop-
erty contains those groups A whose quasi-endomorphism ring is a right Kasch ring, i.e.
every proper right ideal of QE has a non-zero left annihilator. Since every strongly
indecomposable group A of 3nite rank belongs to this class, one obtains.
Corollary 4.3. Two strongly indecomposable groups A and B of 3nite rank are
quasi-isomorphic if and only if ACA =ACB.
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